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LESSON 4: Feb 22 (HW due by Wed Mar 9)
If pressed for time, the priorities for Lesson 4 are marked ** by me.
** HW 4.1 Required Worksheet sent via Google Classroom to each of you
Please look at Worksheet 4.1 that I have posted on the GC Summercore Course.
See how many questions you can answer before you begin Lesson 4.
I have also included a copy on page 28 of this document.
** Google Classroom work is on page 6 and is the highest priority for this week.
Make sure you use the 3 titles of HW 4.15M and 4.15A and 4.15. Team Points!
HW 4.2 Sent to all of you to be done with Kaizena Shortcut (formerly called
Kaizena Mini) Team Points!
HW 4.3 Shared Document that you have access to -- MERGING CELLS in GD
Spreadsheet
** HW 4.4 Required Google Add On and one sentence you write on our
Collaborative Doc
Before we get started, I wanted to share a quote from a teacher in this course a year
ago (Jacque from Houston) that might encourage others to try Flubaroo:
“On a side note, I used google forms for my first vocabulary quiz this week and got
instant grades using Flubaroo. It was great. I really like how the students get their
results in an email with the questions highlighted in red or green.”
We begin Lesson 4 by showing you a bunch of quick tricks & tips hoping that most of
you will find at least one or two to be interesting and useful.
First the SS trick with the triangle that you saw in Lesson 3 on the spreadsheet
called TINYURL.COM/GDREVIEW33 --
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STEP 1: You highlight a cell or a group of cells and then choose VALIDATION at the
bottom of the DATA menu.
STEP 2: you change CRITERIA to be LIST OF ITEMS
STEP 3: you put in your descriptors separated by commas.
Suggestion? Try it now on a blank GD SS (see below)

Second, I wanted to share the tip that COMMAND / on Mac or CTRL / on PC
brings up a help screen of keyboard shortcuts in GD. Try it on different GD
screens whether WP or FORMS or SS and you may well become a user!
Third, I want to let you know that there is a collection of hundreds of templates on
the website of http://drive.google.com/templates -- you can search by category or
type in a search word. I guarantee you will find something useful! Look at the
categories on the left including foreign languages if that is relevant.
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FACTS WORKOUT

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES

this one template contains dozens of
math worksheets with answer ready
to use

this one template is a Google Drawing
just like we did with "Stick Lines" to draw
our names in Lesson 1, except this person
drew the 50 state outlines!

Fourth I want to tell you that when in GD WP, there is a feature I have not
mentioned yet called PREFERENCES that lets you add keyboard shortcuts. So I
can program it so that "sbe" followed by space bar automatically types my email or if
you teach English you can program it so that "frag" followed by space bar
automatically types the phrase "This is a fragment and does not constitute a
complete English sentence."
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Fifth, the feature called TRANSLATE under TOOLS takes your WP document and
puts it into a different language.
Cinquièmement,la fonctionnalité appelée TRADUIRE sous OUTILS prend votre document WP
et le met dans une autre langue

Sixth, GD allows you to have OFFLINE access and change documents when you
have no internet access. To investigate or disable this feature, you go to the GEAR
on the right which stands for SETTINGS and look at the THIRD OPTION that says
OFFLINE to make sure it is checked to SYNC YOUR WORK.

If you work offline, then you can find your files via DRIVE.GOOGLE.COM when you
have no internet access and your files are updated when you come back online. The
lightning bolt
shows you that you are working offline either on a new document or modifying one of
your existing ones.
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Seventh, you can change the DEFAULT FONT and STYLE that you see when you
begin a brand new document.

First you type the font, size and style you want. Then you select it and choose
FORMAT then PARAGRAPH STYLES then UPDATE NORMAL TEXT TO
MATCH. But this locks in the NEW NORMAL just for this document. So then you
must go back to OPTIONS under FORMAT and then PARAGRAPH STYLES and
choose SAVE AS MY DEFAULT STYLES so that it remains true in future
documents.

HW 4.0 The required video that shows these 7 features in sequence is at
http://youtu.be/-09eUG_jeWI0
and is called 7 More GD Tricks (11 min). Please watch the video and now it is time
to complete HW 4.1 Worksheet (and notify me by email once done)
Here is one more tip that I did not include on the above video. Sorry River Oaks -this does not work on the PCs you use!
Eighth, you can hold down any vowel when typing on Google Drive and you will get
various alphabetical foreign language symbols. You choose with the arrow keys
followed by ENTER or RETURN.

Caution: this may not work on all Mac or PC operating systems
HW 4.1 was sent to you via Google Classroom as a worksheet. Reminder that in
our individual 30 minute sessions via screenshare, I would be most happy to give
you personal guidance on Flubaroo to see if that might be of value to you. I loved
getting this email from one person in this course: "Flubaroo is AMAZING! I love the
email feature especially since our middle school and high school students have
email addresses. It's SO easy to use too!"
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Next Topic: The Chrome Add-on (not GD add-on) called Add
to Google Classroom by Andrew Caffey

This allows you to save a sites on the web back to Google Classroom and make it
into assignment in 1 step! Just click the button to save the site to your selected
Google Classroom, to share with students as an announcement or an assignment.
STEP 1: using Chrome (required) go to the Chrome Web Store at
https://chrome.google.com/webstore and install the extension called Add to
Google Classroom. By the way, this extension was created by a British teacher who
has a website about his creation at http://mrcaffrey.com/add-to-classroom -- he has
a 30 second video about Add to Google Classroom at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3TlxAw5GGo but I think mine is better ;-)
STEP 2: Watch my required video at https://youtu.be/4AgWSsIpFV4
Short name is tinyurl.com/chromeaddon33 -- in this video, I make up 3 "fake
assignments" titled 4.15M, 4.15A and 4.15C -- these are not to be done but
presented simply as a model for what you need to do.
STEP 3: Use the Add-on three times as you saw in the video. Use 3 different
websites and enhance your own Lesson 2 Google Classroom Course 3 times with 3
"fake assignments" to correspond to these 3 options. Make sure you use the 3 titles
of HW 4.15M and 4.15A and 4.15C. And yes, you need to make sure your Google
Classroom Course is in NUMERICAL ORDER with Lesson 2 at top and Lesson 4 at
bottom. I know this is a pain but it reinforces skills and procedures so please do it!
REQUIRED TITLES TO USE
• HW 4.15M Make an Announcement
• HW 4.15A Ask Question
• HW 4.15C Create Assignment

Email me when done so I can check and give you feedback! To continue with our
team game and friendly competition, the first person who completes steps 1,2,3 gets
33 points for her/his team, the second person gets 32 points and so on!
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Next Topic: Kaizena Shortcut (formerly called Kaizena Mini)
Next we move to Kaizena Shortcut which I also hope some of you will love. Kaizena
Shortcut allows you to attach voice to a GD WP document. GD is a unique add-on of
GD. If you do not have a computer with a working microphone, our Plan B is
that we can do it via screenshare when we have our 30 minute appointment.
Serious!
You can see the ADD-ONs by going to CONNECT MORE APPS under the CREATE
option. If you look at my account, you will see that I have added Avery Labels,
EasyBib, Kaizena Shortcut and Track Changes to my account. You can also find info
on the Kaizena website. There are different add-ons for the WP module and the SS
module. No other GD module yet has add-ons.

For your HW assignment -- let us call it HW 4.2 -- I have shared a document written
for each team. You need to access this file and leave 3 short voice comments about
LB's mistakes in his writing. Please make each comment short, e.g. less than 33
seconds. The team that completes this Kaizena task gets 33 more points!
REQUIRED VIDEO
Please watch this Kaizena video made by the Kaizena people
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=rpu6fzr2gH8
shortcut? http://tinyurl.com/kaizenarequired
Which browser to use for Kaizena? Please use Google Chrome
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Here are my two Kaizena Shortcut videos. You can watch them before you read
below or after as you like
http://youtu.be/srI9iCbFs8o (4 min) and http://youtu.be/IUaw2iN2M2Y (2 min)
and this excellent video by someone else, Stacy Behmer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61K0eKlPx6E&feature=youtu.be
The first one shows you how I as teacher used Kaizena Shortcut to evaluate the LB
Doll paper while the second shows you how the LB Doll listened to the teacher eval.
The third one shows all the new Kaizena Shortcut features based on the recent
upgrade.
Some people seem to pronounce "kai-zeena" while others pronounce it "kai-zeh-na"
but I found a video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MnshZ-Cdp4
that gave me the definitive answer. It is indeed "`KAI -- ZEH -- NA" so I apologize for
my mispronouncing it on my first video! By the way, “Kaizen” refers to a Japanese
philosophy of continuous improvement or "good change."
To boost your GD with KAI -- ZEH -- NA, you just open a WP document -- preferably
in Google Chrome but it works on Firefox and Safari (not Internet Explorer)
Install Kaizena Shortcut easily! Go to add-ons menu. Choose GET ADD-ONs
subchoice. Type Kaizena Shortcut or scroll and point to it. Click FREE. Choose
ACCEPT.
That is the required Kaizena HW assignment -- 4.2 -- to use Kaizena Shortcut to
voice record about Larry's writing so that the others in this course and I can hear
your voice. Send an email to me once done and I will check it by listening and email
you back.
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Important question that always comes up? If a teacher has Kaizena Shortcut
installed and the students do not, will they hear the audio comments? Answer is no,
regretably. In a school using Kaizena Shortcut, the students also need to install.
Warning -- you must install the Add On called Kaizena Shortcut in order to voice
record. Once you install and launch this document you will see

The right answer is I'M GIVING FEEDBACK. Then it will ask you

After waiting a while, you get to CONTINUE. Then you will encounter
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With the Kaizena Shortcut view you can see (and hear) the voice comments on this
document.
By the way, here is what I will see after you make 3 audio comments.

So the Kaizena assignment -- HW 4.2 -- is to install and use Kaizena Shortcut and
add 3 short (under 33 seconds) voice comments to the shared document called LB
Doll Writing Assignment that I have shared with each person.
Once you choose OPEN WITH and see the document, you can LISTEN to my
recording to you in the top paragraph. To make your own audio comment, you
highlight a word or phrase and then you will see this TAG note. Choose SKIP!

Then you will see this option and you click on the MICROPHONE
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Kaizena Shortcut has more features than just voice recording!
You can color code your text comments or voice comments by category

You can post resources for your students by category of corrections

I look forward to showing you more on Kaizena Shortcut one-on-one in our next
screenshare!
Reminder -- if your microphone (Mac or PC) does not work, you can complete the
4.2 Kaizena Shortcut assignment via screenshare (TeamViewer) when we have our
30 minute appointment.
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HW 4.3 MERGING CELLS in GD Spreadsheet
FILE NAME: HW 4.3 Spreadsheet • each person has TAB at bottom
Merging Cells Video (created for someone else but useful for you)
http://youtu.be/Uv-VBLYUiFE
5 minutes
Next Spreadsheet Skill
Let us learn to use the & command, a powerful and useful spreadsheet command.
Let us say we have first names in one column of a spreadsheet and last names in
another column. The command called & pronounced "ampersand" is sometimes
called the CONCATENATE OPERATOR. Concatenate ("con-cat-uh-nate") is a fancy
way of saying JOIN two items. Look at this example where I have used the
ampersand to join first name and last name.

After pushing return/enter and using the magic trick to fill down, I get
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which is not really satisfactory since it is missing the space. So now I will
concatenate with 3 things including the " " space character.

Or we can concatenate to achieve last name comma first name.

We get this as a result.
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By the way, just recently in Sept 2013, Google added View All Formulas onto Google
Spreadsheet. It is the eighth choice down under the VIEW menu and results in your
seeing all the formulas at once on your spreadsheet. I love having this feature and
said in Summercore 2013 in July that "I hope that one day Google Drive will add the
feature to View All Formulas. My wish has come true! Use it! It is very helpful.

Since we have alphabetical info on the spreadsheet, let us take advantage of this to
talk about SORTING which you will find under the DATA menu. If you choose
SELECT ALL via Command A (Mac) or Control A (PC) or by clicking the tiny
rectangle at the top left of the spreadsheet and look under the DATA menu you will
see

It would be a mistake to choose any of the top 4 choices, but feel free to do so and
then you can undo. What is needed is choosing SORT RANGE (the fifth option)
since it allows you to specify that your "Data has header row."
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Alternatively, we can put in headers for the three columns

and then highlight just rows 3 to 7 before going to the DATA menu.
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Since we have highlighted just rows 3 to 7 (done by clicking and dragging from 3 to 7
in the left column) we do not want to check DATA HAS HEADER ROW when we sort
since we did not include the column headings when selected.

Got it? You choose that checkbox on or off depending on what you selected.
And then there is sometimes the need to alphabetize a PORTION of your
spreadsheet without affecting the other data in those rows. Consider this example
where we need to sort the VOCAB WORDs in column D without messing up
columns A to C.
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So we highlight just cells D3 to D7 and then go to the DATA MENU and choose the
SORT RANGE feature (third one down).

This results in

Finally, I want to highlight one the use of the =SPLIT formula in Google Spreadsheet
to do what Excel users call Text to Columns. Consider this spreadsheet with full
names and the desire to make the data be separate columns.

The command =SPLIT put into B1 is very easy to do!
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The formula has two parameters separated by a comma. So in B1, we are saying
that we want to SPLIT the cell A1 by the SPACE character. This results in

after we push return/enter and then we just use the magic fill down trick on B1.
For one more example, let us say we had

and we wanted to "unjoin" or "separate" the first and last names.
Can you guess the formula? It is on the top of the next page
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Hope you follow all this and don't think it too esoteric and specialized.
So the assignment -- HW 4.3 -- is to perform the assigned tasks in the SHARED
DOCUMENT that I have given each of you titled HW 4.3 Spreadsheet Feb 2016 -- I
have also shared it with each of you and made it into a tiny URL for you -https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hzbdZ-PD05FyHnSsd0aAbBS7e7Oo3JMkT3HTaUQM5WU/edit?usp=sharing

please read instructions carefully -- http://tinyurl.com/hw4dot3feb
-- HW 4.3 Spreadsheet Feb 2016 • each person has TAB at bottom

Lesson 4 page 20
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Next assignment 4.4 with Add-Ons
The assignment is to identify one ADD-ON that we have not mentioned in this
course so far and to do a bit of research about it. You will find a section in our
Collaborative Document at http://tinyurl.com/gdfeb2016 called 4.4 where you can
write about it. All I want for this week is one sentence that says "I thought the AddOn called _____ was interesting because it has the feature that ______________."
On the next few pages, you will find some visuals for add-ons.
Once you identify one, you can learn about it by going to YouTube or Google and
typing the name of the Add-On. Sometimes you need to include "add-on"
NOTE: I am NOT requiring or asking you to use this Google Add On!

or
Here are some articles about Add-Ons
http://lifehacker.com/the-best-add-ons-for-google-drive-1541643206
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2137355/the-10-best-google-drive-add-ons.html
http://www.coolcatteacher.com/best-google-drive-add-ons/
And here are several with Special Ed Teachers in mind
Progress Monitoring Made Easy with Google Drive
http://www.serviceofchange.com/special-ed-teachers-progress-monitoring-made-easy-with-google-drive/

with video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVtWt_Np7LA
And here is one titled Be Proactive: Using Google Docs to Collect Data for IEP Goals!
http://www.teachingspecialthinkers.com/2013/05/be-proactive-using-google-docs-to.html

Also Google Docs for Special Education by Patrick Black
https://prezi.com/djrb5r-jsods/google-docs-for-special-education/
Also Special Education Today: http://specialeducationtoday.com/category/google-docs/
Also Google Apps for the Entire School: Special Education Teachers
https://www.synergyse.com/blog/google-apps-for-the-entire-school-special-education-teachers/
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WP ADD ONs (different from the SS ADD ONs)
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SS ADD ONs (different from the WP ADD ONs)
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TEAM PROJECT OVER THE NEXT FEW WEEKS
How to begin?
One of the four of you creates a NEW GD PRESENTATION and gives EDITING
privilege to the other three people. Slide 1 will be your 4 names and your positions.
Slide 2 will be owned by one of you and will be a list of a few favorite GD features by
one of you. Slide 3 will be owned by the second person and will be the same. Slide 3
will be owned by the third person and will be the same. Slide 4 will be owned by the
fourth person and will be the same. You can add links or graphics to slides 1-4.
HW 6.1 Please start moving on a new GD Presentation on "Favorite GD Features"
in which the 4 of you highlight several of your favorite GD features. This will involve
email exchange and a GD shared presentation. This assignment is not due until our
last lesson which is why I am calling it HW 6.1. There will be more on the specs for
this each week.
Have a good 2 and 1/2 weeks. Two more lessons to go everyone after today!

p.s. Here is an academic website from one former participant who has been using a
Google site for her course -- in case you want to see what a "mature" Google site
looks like, the URL is https://sites.google.com/a/myshlenker.org/the-zone/
p.p.s. Here is a bonus OPTIONAL video HW 4.5 on the ADD ON Google Add-On
called SAVE AS DOC which allows you to take the RESPONSES from a SURVEY
form and automatically move them into a friendly easy to read Google WP doc.
http://tinyurl.com/columbusday1
Sent via email this past week -- a 6 minute bonus video I created on the Google
Drive Add-On called Flubaroo that does automatic grading of the results of a Google
Drive Survey Form. Explore this optional video lesson:
http://youtu.be/prA_a3KQ9Lo
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INDEX of HIGHLIGHTS can be found on the last page
þ HW 4.0 Read the 7 tips on pages 1-3 and watch the required video you will find
on page 5 about these 7 tips
þ HW 4.1 Complete the easy worksheet shared with you on Google Drive about the
7 tips. (page 1)
þ HW 4.2 Use Kaizena Shortcut to voice record on the document that begins with
HW 4.2 Kaizena Shortcut (page 6)
þ HW 4.3 Merging Cells in GD Spreadsheet (shared spreadsheet with each person
having TAB at bottom) (page 10)
þ HW 4.4 Read about Add-Ons and choose one that intrigues you (page 18)
(no need to use it or try it, just to write one sentence on our collaborative document)
þ HW 4.5 OPTIONAL Use the add-on called SAVE AS DOC (page 25)
þ HW 6.1 Please start moving on a new GD Presentation on "Favorite GD
Features" in which you highlight several of your favorite GD features.
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Worksheet 4.1 River Oaks
(this worksheet was distributed to all of you via Doctopus and is related to the first 5 pages of
Lesson 4 and the supporting video. Please look at this worksheet before you start lesson 4 and
see how many blanks you can fill in. Then after you read pages 1-5 and watch the video, please
complete this worksheet and make sure you choose SUBMIT on Google Classroom” -- thanks,
Steve
Name: _________________
1) To program a cell or group of cells to have a few designated choices on a spreadsheet, you
highlight the cells and then choose __________ at the bottom of the _________ menu.
2A) I use ________ for my laptop or desktop (Mac or PC)?
2B) To bring up a screen of shortcuts on my computer when on GD, I push ____ and ____
3) What is the URL where I can find hundreds of templates on GD?
_________________________________
4) Under the ________ menu, I can find the feature called _____________ that allows me to use
short words
5) True or False: _________
When you translate your GD email into another language, it replaces the original text.
6) What is the URL you go to when working OFFLINE on a GD you previously created?
_________________________________
7) When changing your normal text to a different FONT and SIZE for all documents, you need to
change both _______________ and ______________ in order for it to take place permanently for
all subsequent documents.
8) True or False: _________
On some computers, when you type a VOWEL (or perhaps n) you can HOLD DOWN the key and
see the various foreign symbols. This works for a,e,i,o,u,n, c and a few other keys.

